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0. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is the successor of [ 11. In the closing theorem there we deter- 
mined the composition factors of w” for a regular I [ 1, 6.11. Here we are 
going to describe the structure of WA in the singular case. 
The second theme of this paper is the criterion for distributivity of the 
M -modules WCd’ Since the necessary conditions for that established in 
[ 1: 8.51 limit d to’d <p( p + 1) we just have to sort out the latter case. This 
will be done in the third section of this paper. 
For the convenience of the reader we recall some notation, terms, and 
definitions used in [ 11. 
0.1. Notations 
1x1 The cardinality of set X. 
n The set ( 1, 2 ,..., n>. 
ii The least natural number congruent to n modulo p, n E Z. 
MM The semigroup of all n x n matrixes with entries from the prime 
field Z,. 
sp, The Symmetric group on the set n. 
I4 C:=, Ai, where A = (A, ,..., A.,). 
@” The Frobenius permutation module of <x, n = 121, corre- 
sponding to ;i( [2,4.1], [ 1, 3.11). 
q The qth term of the James series in @” [i, 3.31. 
9 The Spech module for the proper partition A ([2, 4.31, [l, 
3.11). 
e(t) The Specht polynomial corresponding to the tableau t 
(C2,4.31, Cl, 3.11). 
WC21 The Weyl module for A [ 1, 4.11. 
P*(n) The set of all two parts partitions of n. 
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Ai, I- The 2-tuples (I - 1, m + 1 ), (I + 1, m - 1 ), respectively, where 
1 = (I, m). 
Cl1 The set of A-tableaux. 
Ti 
Is a proper partition of n [2, 151. 
The M,-submodule generated by . 
< > The Yn-submodule generated by . 
A( 1 The lattice of all M,-submodules of. 
/P-y ) The lattice of all Yn”,-submodules of . 
The end of a proof and hence the absence of a proof when one given is 
empty is signaled by a triangle (A ). 
0.2. Definitions 
We begin with the reminder of definition of W’. Let A be a two part par- 
tition, 1= (1, m) and n = 111. Let A =k[Zl,..., X,] be the algebra of the 
truncated polynomials, that is polynomials in the commuting indeter- 
minates Xi satisfying the equation Xf = 0 for all i. We denote by IV”’ the 
ath homogeneous component of A. Clearly IV@) is an M,-module. Now we 
put w” := @“Q p(m) and endow it with the M,-module structure of the 
tensor product of M,-modules. 
Two families of M,-homomorphisms are acting on the M,-modules WA 
for every A E Pz(n). To define them we fix two sets of indeterminates 
x, ,..., x, and y, ,..., y, and we realize IV(l) and WC”‘) as the k-spans of all 
x;’ . . .x; and yt...yt with xkG,, ik= I and Cken jk = m, respectively. For 
every ie n we have the k-homomorphisms a/ax; := the partial derivative 
with respect to x,, acting on w(‘) and the k-homomorphism yi. := 
the multiplication by y,, acting on wlcml. These mappings induce 
the k-homomorphism d/ax,@y,.: p + WA’. Similarly we have n 
k-homomorphism xi. @ alay,: p + PP. 
0.2.1. DEFINITION [l, 4.1.1.1. For every n two mappings Di, i= 1, 2, are 
defined on every w”, 1~ P*(n), by D, =Zitn a/axi@yi. and 
Lb = Ziey xi. 0 Wyi. 
Together with D;s we consider their powers Dy, q = 1, 2,..., p - 1. We put 
D,,, for the mapping (l/q!) Dy and denote by a1,4 the restriction of Di,y on 
any @” c WA. Explicit formulas for ai,y are given in [I, 3.2.1. When we need 
to emphasize that these mappings are restricted to the WA or the @” we 
write D& or a&, respectively. 
0.2.2. DEFINITIONS. A partition I = (I, m) + n is termed small if m <p. 
A small partition is said to be regular if either 1 >p - 1 + m or IA1 < p. 
Otherwise 1 is called singular. 
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0.2.3. DEFINITION. A partition il is termed quasi-regular (q-regular) if 
either ilP is regular or IA1 QP+ 1. 
Next we recall the structure of the weight spaces of the kernel of Dt, 
corresponding to the extremal weights K,,,, where n, := n - r(p- 1) 
[ 1, 4.2.71. It can be expressed in terms of the mappings g,. First, we need 
0.2.4. Notation. For a proper partition A= (I, m) denote by ;1’ the par- 
tition (q, m - 1 ), q = I- (p - 1 ), if I >p - 1 and (0, 0), otherwise. 
0.2.5. DEFINITION [l, 4.3.33). For every 2 = (I, m) I-n and every 
r ,< minfm, [n/p] > the mapping g,- , : Wf’ i + Wf is defined by g, _ I($) = 
Cp:{ ((-l)‘-‘/i!)~i,Di~‘(d), 4~ Wf’,, and g,-i=O if A’=(O,O). 
0.2.6. Notation. We put yKA for the Ker(D;)i. We abbreviate YK” to K’ 
when q= 1. 
0.2.7. Notation. If V is an M,-submodule of W”, ,? E P*(n), we denote 
by V, the intersection Vn Wf 
0.2.8. PROPOSITION [ 1, 4.3.41. If A is a small partition, then Ki; is sP,,- 
generated by g, ~ ,( Wf1, ). A 
A few more notations are in order. 
0.2.9. Notation. The partition (n-q, q) E P,(n) will be written as I,. 
0.2.10. Notations. Let I = (1, m) be a proper small partition and 
q = I+ 1. If q < m, then Si denotes the unique nontrivial submodule of S’. 
The submodule Wcil generated by St is denoted by WC*,“. 
0.2.11. DEFINITION. The series in @” with Specht modules factors con- 
structed in [2, 171 will be called here the James’ series in @‘. 
A module L over some symmetric group is called a symmetric module. If 
L = (X>, then X is referred to as symmetric generators for L. An R-module 
M is said to be a D-module if the lattice of all R-submodules of M is dis- 
tributive. 
1. THE COMPOSITION FACTORS OF W’ 
We start off with 
1.1. PROPOSITION. Let 1= (1, m) be a small proper partition for n such 
that I+ 1 = q < m. Then WC”]/ Wcq,A1 is a simple M,-module. 
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Proof: (1) The proposition was proved in the regular case in [l, 
4.6.41. Here we take up the singular case. In the latter we prove a stronger 
result, namely, that W,C”l = IVL4,‘l for r = 1, 2. 
As J assumed to be singular we have by the definition that I=p - 1 + q, 
where q cm, and so I+ 1 = q. Thus S” is always reducible in the singular 
case with the submodule S$ Next we note that )1, is a regular partition and 
so IVc’ql = K’q by [l, 4.4.91. Furthermore by definition 1; = (m, q - 1) and 
II’+ = (q- 1, m). Thus WAG is isomorphic to WA”. Moreover, it follows 
from [l, 4.4.81 that Wi”] is YnSP,,-generated by g,(D,,,( Wi”)) while the 
equality Wkq*‘] = D I,mPy( Wc”ql) holds by [l, 3.4.31, that is because 
D,,,_,(S’q) = S$ In addition we recall that Dl,m-q commutes with g, by 
1,4.6.3]. Thus we arrive at the following commutative diagram illustrating 
the relationship between the submodules involved in the proof 
It becomes clear that the equality W[“l = W[q,‘I holds if and only if 
Dl,,-,(W~;)=D,,(W~‘+). 
1.2. Notation. If 1= (I, m) E P,(n), then we let m, denote the monomial 
Xl “‘XIY/+I”‘Yn. 
(2) Let s be 11’1. The top weight spaces Wi; and Wi,‘+ are only 
notationally different from the Frobenious z-modules @“; and &‘+. As we 
know they are x-generated by rnAb and m,,,, respectively. In addition we 
have by definitions of D,,, ~4 and D,,, , 
where c1 runs over the set of all subsets of m of cardinality q and 
m-l 
41(mA~+)=xl “‘xy- L C Yy...Py+i...YsXy+i (2) 
i=O 
where, as usual, A over a symbol indicates that this symbol is deleted. 
In what follows we denote the forms (1) and (2) by 4 and f, respectively. 
They certainly lie in Wt’= a*‘. Note that il’ is an improper partition. 
Technically it is more convenient to work with the proper partition. 
Therefore we introduce the partition p = (m - 1, q). P’ is isomorphic to @“’ 
under the mapping i, say, which swaps x’s and y’s. We put 4 = i(4) and 
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f= i(f). Since (f) =D,,,(@“‘+) we have in the standard way (cf. 
[l, 2.2.21) that (f) =D,,,(@“-). What is left to prove is 
1.3. LEMMA. In the foregoing notations 
(6) = Dl.l(@‘- 1. 
ProoJ: According to [ 1, 3.511 the submodule D,,,(PP ) of P‘ is 
exactly the set of all forms of the latter annihilated by E(t), where t runs 
over the set of all p-tableaux. Let t = j; :::j” .” x be one such tableau. Since 
there are only q - 1 numbers in the set ‘&r + 4 - 1 outside m at least one 
column of t consists of numbers from m. Noting that C, xg y,, CY c m and 
jell = q, is a fixed point with respect to the action of Ym we conclude that 
&E(t)=0 for every tet[p]. By the opening remark $ED~,,(P-). 
Let t, be the following p-tableau, t, = f,, ,i+2 :::;;\P 14&x ‘.’ x. Then a 
routine calculation yields 
where c,(t) := l-I;=, (1 -(i, m + i)), y runs over the set of all subsets of 
{r + l,..., m} of cardinality q-r and wij := xiy, - xjyi. For r = q - 1 we 
obtain that $cq-,(t)=(n;:~ ai,m+i )(Cy= 4 xp yi) which simply coincides 
with D,,,(e(t)) for the p-tableau i= ~+,$+,:::;Q’~~-~;’ x. As we know 
4~ D1,,(DP’) and so has form $= D,,r(1//) for some ij E @‘-. In addition it 
follows directly from the relevant definitions that $cEq ~,(t) = Dr,,( I,$&( t)). 
Hence @(i) = e(t), a symmetric generator of S’. Thus ( I+$) I> P’-. 
We remind at this point that S- is the last term of the James’ series for 
@“- [l, 3,3]. Thus the last result provides the basis for the backward 
induction on the terms of the James’ series in @“--. Suppose that 
@,“;, c (II/) for some r > q - 2. We denote by [ the form 
(C&?YJxm+~+1 ... x,~ appearing as the second factor in the right hand 
side of (3). c can be viewed as a form in a’, where v = (a, 6) with 
a=(m-1)-r and b=q-r. As such [s(t)=0 for every trzt[v]. Hence 
i = Dr,i(e) for some form 8~ @“-. Moreover, we claim that 0# @;-. 
For otherwise Dr,r(e) = i would lie in @;. But as the sum of all nonzero 
coefficients of c equals to (71,‘) and so is non zero in k, this assumption 
comes off. Hence 8 =m,- modulo @;-. On the other hand 
~l,l[(lX= 1 wi,m+i) 01 and hence $40 = 
that $.a,(?) = (HI= I o~,~+ i) m,- modulo 
x-g enerates @;-, the inductive step is 
completed. 
Finally, we take up the equality W, CA1 = W$q,ll. We know by the proof of 
the second part of [ 1,4.4.9] that for every M,-submodule I’ of W’ the 
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inclusion FV,CAl c V, implies that V, 1 W&“l = Ki. As the opposite inclusion 
holds trivially we are done. A 
1.4. PROPOSITION. Let I = (I, m) be a small singular partition of n with 
i’ = (q, m - 1). Let L be the symmetric submodule of Kt isomorphic to 
P’ t 5$, + 1. Then Wcq3” is the socle of K’ and K’/ Wcq,*] is the direct sum of 
wri.ijwc4.21 and {L}/ Wcq,‘l. 
Proof. We know by [l, 1.3.21 that every nonzero submodule of K’ has 
a nonzero intersection with Ki = S*. Since St is the socle of S” this yields 
the first assertion. 
It follows from the proof of [ 1, 4.4.91 that Wf”] + {L} = Ki. As 
WA”-] = Ki by definition and W, [‘I= K$ by [l, 4.4.101 we see that 
WC’] + (L} = K’. Since IVcq,‘3 is the unique submodule of WC’], the strict 
inclusion {L} $ Wcq,‘I means that {L} 3 S’. Hence the proposition holds 
if we show that {L}nSA=Si. 
As a symmetric submodule of Kf L is generated by any g,,(e( t)). There t 
is a II-tableau, which may be assumed to be i: :::z- l x “’ x . Consequently, 
e(t) = (IX= 1 ~2~- ,,2,) y2q+ 1 . . . y,, where s = 12’1. Recalling the definition of 
go we have go(e( t)) = Cy= i (( - 1 )j- l/i!) zt + , Di- ‘(e(t)). This expression 
can be simplified. First, we note that D$(e(t)) = (n;=, wzip, 2i) 
DI;hq+ 1 ... y,) and secondly that 04 1 *A’ = j! a2j hence we obtain 
go(4t)) = (FI 02i- 1,2i)(C (( - 1 lip ‘li) zi+, %- lbq+ 1. . . Y,)). Further- 
more, letting k = s - 2q = m - 1 - q, we have that aZj( y2q + i . . . y,) = 0 for 
all j>k. Hence, in fact, go(e(t)) = (JJs=, 02j- 1,2j). (Cl=‘,’ (- l)‘/i 
4+la2,ip,(Y2q+l . ..Y.)). 
We evoke a corollary [l, 1.3.71 in order to find { g,,(e(t))} AS”. By 
its virtue the form (ns= 1 02ip ,,2i) II/ with $ = -IF=+: a,(a). 
a,+ ,bh,+ 1 ... y,), where c( = {s+ l,..., n} and (T((GL) are delined in 
[l, 3.3(5)] generates { go(e(t))} n S” (cf. Proof of 4.6.4 in [ 11). 
Let 0 be al+ - q(x2q + I ... x,) and i be the set (2q + l,..., n}. By definition 
0=x {xry,: 6 c i and 161 =m -q}. We rewrite 8 to the form C:=+,’ Qi, 
where tii is set to be C {xr y,: 16 n ~11 = i>. Putting /I = (2q + l,..., s} and 
dividing up 6 and y into 6’ = 6 n u and ?j” = 6 n /? and similarly for y we 
obtain Bi = J&,, (& xY, y6’) x8,, y,., and we end up with Bi= (C xY, ysZ) 
(C xy,, ya,,). It is easy to see that the first factor of ei is just o,(a) while the 
second is a2,i- l(Y2q+ 1 ... ys). Thus $ = -0 which implies that 
(JJ wZi- 1,2i) $ is a symmetric generator of St. A 
2. ON MODULE S” t & + 1 
Let 1 be a partition (r, q), r 3 q. We denote by A* the partition (r, q, 1) 
and put n = /1*1. 
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Let @’ be the Frobenious module corresponding to il*. According to 
James [Z, 17.141 S’fql,+, can be identified with the submodule S’,‘* of 
@“* where S”,“* corresponds to the pair of partitions 1, A*. Following 
James [2, 17.101, [3] we describe two families of homomorphisms acting 
on Frobenious modules corresponding to partitions (r + i, q - 1, 1 ), 
0 6 i < q, and (r, q + 1). These mappings will be defined by their action on 
the standard Yn-generators of the Frobenious modules. 
For every i= 1, 2,..., q, di: @“* + @(r+i*y-i~l) is given by d,(x, ... 
x,~,+,~~~~~+~z,+~+,)=x~~~~x,(~x~~~)z,+~+~, where the sum isexten- 
ded over all subsets c1 of the set {r + l,..., r + q} of size i. 
Conversely, 6,: @(r+i*y--i,l) -+ @“* is defined by di(x, ~.‘x~+~y~+~+ I ... 
Y r+q~,+y+I)=(C~or~B)~r+i+l...~r+y~r+y+l, where the sum is taken 
over all subsets p of the set r+i of size i. 
Furthermore we define rc: @“* + @(r,yt ‘) by rt(xi . . . x, yr+ i . . . 
Y ~l:;‘~~~~~~~,~XI...X~Y,+I”‘Y~+~+l. In the opposite direction acts v: 
where v(~,...x,y,+~...y~+~+,)=x~...x,(CYtlly~+~... 
P r+i”’ Y r+y+ (z,+J and ^  over a symbol means that this symbol is deleted. 
2.1. THEOREM. For every partition ,I = (r, q), q d r dp - 2 the module 
9 r Csf%, + I is a distributive YH-module. 
Proof We start off by recalling the submodule Theorem of James 
[2,4.8]. It states the following dichtomy: For every submodule U of @‘* 
either U 3 S* or U c S”. By this theorem it is sufficient to prove that 
both 9” n S”,” and S”,“/S” are D-modules. 
The second case is the easiest one. Indeed, S”* = Ker rc n s”,‘* and 
S”,‘*/S”* N Sn*(r,4+ ‘) both assertions hold by [2, 17.131. Since @(r,q+ ‘I is a 
D-module by [ 1, 3.7.21 and Si.(r*yf ‘) is its submodule, the assertion 
follows. 
Finally, we take up the case of S”” n s”,“*. First, using [2, 17.181 we 
write down S”* as (05, Ker di) n (Ker rc) whence passing over to S”*’ we 
get S”*’ = Cy=i (Ker d,)’ + (Ker x)‘. In addition it follows from [3, 
Theorem 21 that (Ker di)’ = Im di and (Ker rc)l= Im v, which leads to the 
equality S”*’ = Cp=, Im 6, + Im v. Furthermore since di = (l/i!) Si, we con- 
clude that Im hi c Im 6 i . Consequently we obtain that S”*’ = Im 6 I + Im v. 
Let N stands for S”x”* n S”“. By [2, 17.131 S*,“* = (7p= i Ker di an since 
di = (l/i!) &i the latter intersection reduces to Ker d,. Thus S”,“* = Ker d, . 
Suppose now that f = 6,(d) E 6,(@(‘+ ‘v~-‘~~)) n Ker dl. f can be written 
in the form f = I;= I 6,((pi) zi where vi are forms depending on x, y- 
variables only. (pi can be viewed as an element of @(r+l,q- ‘). Now d,(f) = 
CT=, d,61((pi) zi whence d,(f) = 0 if and only if d161((p,) = 0 for all i. There, 
d, must be treated as the mapping from @(r,q) into @(‘+l,qP ‘) and 6, sends 
a(‘+ l*qP ‘) into @(‘,q). Next we note that ScrTq) in a simple sP,_ ,-module by 
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[ 1, 3.6.11 and hence @(‘*‘J) =S(‘,q) @ S(‘*q)l. By the same argument as above 
S(‘,q)l=gl(~(‘+l,q--l) ) which shows that d,6,(4j) =0 implies di=O. 
Thus ~,(@(‘+‘.4-1,1) ) n Ker di = 0 and since Bi(@(‘+‘~q- ‘,l)) = (Ker di)’ 
we arrive at @“* = S”*“* @ 6 1 (@(‘+ ‘J- l-l)). Consequently, we have that 
d,h,(@ (r+ l,q- 1.1)) = @j(r+ l.Y- 1.1). 
Returning to N we see that N n Im 6, = 0. Moreover, since 
d,(Im6,+Imv)=dl(Im6,) weconclude that Im6,@N=Im6,+Imv. 
Therefore N N Im v/Im 6, n Im v. As Im v = v(@(“~+ I’) is a D-module 
together with @ (‘,q+ ‘) the assertion follows. A 
The next proposition will be needed later. It tells us about possible com- 
position factors of S”*. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. In the setting of the preceding theorem let R stands 
for s”* n 9”. Then the composition factors of R are among those of 
St’+ 14) 
Proof: We apply the standard trick often used in [2]. Namely, we pass 
over to R*’ and observe that R and R* have the same set of composition 
factors. Furthermore we have by [2, 1.41 that R* is isomorphic to 
the module @“/S”* + 9”. We recall that @“* = S”,“*+Im 6, and 
S’*’ = Im 6, + Im v. Hence @‘*/S”* + S”’ N S’,‘*/s”* + N, where N stands 
for S”,” n S”‘. Therefore if we prove that NX v(S(‘~~+‘)) we shall obtain 
that ~$9 + N) ZJ S(‘.q + ‘) and hence S”,‘*/S”* + N turns out to be a quotient 
of yu’d/ + 1 )/cJ’.4 + 1) which is isomorphic to S(‘+‘,q) and the proposition 
follows. This step is carried out in 
2.3. LEMMA. In the foreogoing notations if r > q, then v(S(‘*~ +” c N. 
ProoJ: We induct on q. In the case q = 1 the claim follows from the fact 
that @“‘/Sax”* N 6,(@(‘+ ‘*I)) and (D (‘+ ‘sl) does not have composition fac- 
tors isomorphic to the top composition factor of S(‘,*). 
Thus v(S(‘,*‘) c S”x”* while the inclusion v(S”,*‘) c S”’ holds always. 
Now assume our assertion is true for q - 1. Then the proposition holds 
for SP*, where p = (r + 1, q - 1). This implies that S’* does not have 
D(‘*qf I) as its composition factor, where Dcrq+ I) is the top composition 
factor of S(‘,“+ ‘). It is easy to see that neither has @P*/Sp*. Since 
@n*/p’ N @“* we conclude that v(S(‘T~+ “) c ,I?‘,‘* which completes the 
proof of this lemma. A 
3. THE DISTRIBUTIVITY OF W@' 
We recall that I@” denotes the k-space of all homogeneous polynomials 
in n commuting indeterminates for some n 3 d. It was proved in [ 1, 3.8.51 
’ R* denotes the dual module of R, that is Hom,(R, k) 
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that the distributivity of PVd’ as an M,-module implies that d <p(p + 1). 
Therefore we shall analyze the latter case here. Essential role at that plays 
the poset {JA} of M,-submodules in I#“’ corresponding to the p-partitions 
1 for d constructed in Chapter 2 of [ 11. We recall that A= (A,,,..., A,) is a p- 
partition for d if CT! 1 lipi= d and the set of these P(d) is endowed with 
the partial order. When d <p(p + 1) it follows from [ 1, 2.2.41 that the 
order diagram (P(d), 6 ) is the following chain 
(4) 
where &= (d-pi, i), i=O, l,..., p, and p,, = (d-p2, 0, 1). Consequently, 
FVd’ posseses the chain of submodules 
Wed) = J”o 3 J” 1 x . . . 3 Jh 3 JM 3 () (5) 
whose factors P/J”‘+l are just W*l. Therefore we begin with the 
investigation of conditions under which WA) is distributive over M,. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let I be a small partition of n. Then WA is a D- 
module over M, if and only $2 is q-regular. 
Proof: (1) Necessity. We shall show that if I = (1, m) is not q-regular 
then WA is not a distributive module. This will be done by exhibiting the 
section of W”, whose top weight space is nondistributive symmetric 
module. The assertion then follows from [l, 1.3.33. 
Let A = (l, m) be non-q-regular partition of n. We may assume that 
Z=p-l+q with q<m-2, because if l<p-1, but i+m>p+l then 
several applications of D, to W’ produce the epimorphism of W’ onto 
VP ~ 1,m’) with m’ > 2. 
We now consider 0;: WA -+ WC’+*,‘+*) and we denote by *K’ the kernel 
of 0:. The top weight space *Ki of ‘I? is by definition the intersection 
2KAn a”. The latter equals to (P;j,_,by two applications of [l, 3.4.5(ii)]. 
The M,-submodule of 2KA generated by @i- 1 will be denoted by 2 W*. 
Right from the definition we have the equality 2K{ = ’ W(:. Hence the top 
weight space of *K’f 2 WA, that is the weight space of the maximum support, 
is isomorphic to ‘Ki/*Wi. There 2Kf is the weight space of 2K’ of the sup- 
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port n, = n - (p - 1) and 2 W: has the similar meaning (cf. 0.2.7). We break 
up the investigation of *Kf/* Wt into a number of lemmas. 
3.2. LEMMA. As a Yn,-module 2Ki is isomorphic to (@jCq,“- I)+ 
@j(q+ l-m--2) r y nl. 
Prooj We recall that by [l, 4.2.8(ii)] W$ is the direct sum of the 
translates of the subspace L, = @y!“=, ~f@(~+~-‘,~-‘~, that is, 
w;=L,@ ..* @L,,, where Lj= L,(l,j). Since D2Ljs Lj it follows 
that *Ki=(*KA:nL,)+ ... +(2KtnL,,) and moreover 
(*KfnL).(l,j). 
2Kin L,= 
Let h = x7= 1 zifi, fie @(q+i-‘,m-ii) belong to ‘Kf n L,. A routine 
calculation shows that 
m-2 
D:h= c zf(D2fi+2(i+1)D2fr+l+(i+l)(i+2)J.+2). 
i= 1 
Consequently the equality 0: h = 0 implies that fi = - (l/i(i - 1)) 
(D:fip2 + 2(i- 1) D2fip ,) for all i 2 3. These recurrent relations enable us 
to define fi in terms off, and f2 for all i B 3. More exactly, an easy induc- 
tion shows that for every i 3 3 there are integers si and ti such that 
f,=s,D;-tf, + tiD;-2f2. 
Conversely, given an arbitrary pair (fi , f2) from @xrn - ’ ) 0 Dcq + ‘xrn - 2, 
we define fi, i> 3, by fi=siD:-‘fI + tiDip2f2. Then since D$f,,-, = 
D, f, = 0, the corresponding h = CT= 1 zi fi lies in *Ki n L,. The mapping 
( fi ,f2) -+ h = CT= 1 zi f, is easily seen to be the Yn, ,-isomorphism between 
@(%m-l)@@(q+l,m-*) and ‘Kf n L,. The assertion follows. A 
We shall denote by E the isomorphism between *Kf and 
(@ (qVm - ’ ) 0 Gcq + ‘JH - *‘) t Yj?, established above. Our next task will be the 
description of the s-image of 2 Wf. To this end we recall that for every II- 
tableau t = j; :: :%m( t) denotes the monomial xi1 . . . xi, yj, . . . yjm of &. 
Furthermore we put e,~l(t)=m(t)q,~,(t), where E,,~~(~)=~E(B)cJ, g 
runs over the group of the column permutations of the first rn - 1 columns 
of t. In addition, if 5 runs over the set of all permutation endomorphsms of 
M, [l, 1.23 and t E t[l] we denote by T the i-tableaux of the form t(, that 
is, I-tableaux with repeated entries. Extending this notation, we put 
e,,-,(T):=e,-,(t)& 
3.3. LEMMA. 2 W: is Y?,,-generated by e,,- 1( Ti), i= 1, 2, where 
T, = i:::k;;; @l’s) and T2 = ::::L-;“‘x (~1’s). 
Proof: We recall that by [2, 17.133 @;2, _ is k-generated by the 
e,,- l(t,), where t, denotes the A-tableau corresponding to the sequence 
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s~s(l#, 1) and A# = (l, m - 1). On the other hand, letting to denote 
the permutation endomorphism i -+ 1, i= 1,2 ,..., p, p +j +j+ 1, 
j = 1, 2,..., n, - 1, we derive by the argument used in [l, 4.4.71 that * Wf is 
Y&-generated by all e, ~ i(t,) &,. 
The set s(1#, 1) can be divided into two classes as follows: 
(i) The sequences which start with 2, i.e., 
s=21...12...2 
-k- 
and 
(ii) The others, i.e., 
If k < p - 1 in (i) or k <p in (ii), then the corresponding t, has some num- 
ber <p in the first node of the second row. Clearly this implies that 
em- ,(t,) to = 0. 
There is left to consider two families of l-tableaux 
Application of to to these t’s turns them into either 
(a’) ~=~,,.t.j,_,;;;‘” or 
(b) T=,&‘... ;,~,&$. The set {j,~O,...,j,,~l[O) lies in nl- {l}. 
Hence we can find a r E Y,, which takes this set on { 2, 3,..., m}. This remark 
completes the proof. A 
3.4. COROLLARY. E(* Wt) is Ynp,,-generated by &(e,+ l(Ti)), i= 1, 2. In 
addition if E(e,-,(T2))=(qI,q2), then (~~=y~~~‘y~x~+~~~~x~, and 
(P2 = -D*(cp,). 
Proof: By definition e,~1(T2)=n~!2(x,yi-xiy,). yl~f-mxm+L... 
x . Opening up the brackets and collecting terms at z1 and z: we 
0i;ttain forms cp, and (p2, where ‘pi = y2...ymxm+, . ..x., and q2= 
- (CT= 2 y, . . pi. . . y,xi) x, + I . . . x,, . The corollary follows. A 
3.5. COROLLARY. The difference e, _ ,( T, ) - e, _ 1( T2) belongs to W[“l . 
ProoJ Let t=~+,...p+m 2---Px”‘X be a &tableau. By the definition of the 
Specht polynomial e(t) we have e(t) = e,,_ I(t)( 1 - t), where z = (m, p + m). 
Hence e(t) C;o=e,p,(t) 50-em_I(tz) to. Plainly tcO= T, and tzl,= T2, so 
that e,-1(T,)-e,-,(T2)=e(t)~,~ WiA]. A 
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3.6. COROLLARY. The intersection K;” r\ 2 Wi equals to WI”]. 
Proof: Suppose that 0 # w E Kt n 2 Wt - W[“l. By Corollary 3.5 we can 
assume that w has form w = e,,- ,( T,) p for some p E kYn,. Since 
E(W)= (4e,-l(T2)))p and using 4e,-I(T2))= (cpl, v2) we have 
E(W)= ((pip, (p2p). Next we note that (p2= -D,(cp,) so that E(W)= 
((pip, -D?((p,p)). Setting ~l~=$~@‘q’mP’) we get E(w)=($, -D2($)). 
On the other hand for every OE Ki we have according to 0.2.5 that 
E(U) = (0, --+0,(e)) for some fI E GQ’~,‘+ ). Comparing these two 
expressions we conclude that D2(rj) = 0 and since D, is monomorphism 
this yields Ic/ = 0. A 
Next we record one remark on distributivity of modules for the future 
references. But at first one more term. We say that two R-modules M and 
N are unrelated if they do not have common composition factors. 
3.7. PROPOSITION. Let A4 be a R-module with composition series. Sup- 
pose that A4 possesses a series M= M, 3 M, 1 ... 1 M, 3 M,,, , = 0 whose 
quotients Qi = M,/M, + , are D-modules over R and Qi, Q, are unrelated for 
i # j. Then M is a D-module over R. A 
Now we can proceed to the 
Proof of 3.1. (1) Necessity. Suppose that il = (I, m) is not q-regular. As 
in the proof of 3.6 above we see that E(K~) is generated over Yj!, by the pair 
(4,) i&). Using 3.4 and 3.5 and the fact that E( Wi”l) c s(q) we conclude 
that E(K: + ‘q) is XI-generated by (cpl, $(p2) and (cpl, (p2). Certainly this 
implies that (cpl, 0) and (0, (p2) generate B(K~ + ‘q) or in the other words 
E(~+~W~)=(~‘~~“~“~D,(~‘~~“~‘))~~~,. Moreover S’qf’,m--2) splits 
off in @‘y+‘,mP2) with complement D2(@‘y*“p ‘I). Hence E(G + 2 Wf) has 
the complement S’q + l,m ~~ 2,t Yn,, in F(~K~). Consequently we have 
2K:/2Wii2:~(Kii+2Wii)/~(2W~)OS(4+’,m~2)f~~,. Finally E(K$+~W~)/ 
E.(~ Wt) N Kt + ‘Wi/‘Wf which is isomorphic to Ki/WF”j by 3.6. In 
addition we know from [ 1, 4.4.9(ii)] that ~/W~~I is isomorphic to 
S’y,mP’)fz,. Thus 2Ki;/2W: is isomorphic to ,S’q,“-‘)tx,@ 
s’4+ I,m- 2) t Y”, . Now using our work on modules S’ t qj,, + , in Section 2 it 
is a trivial matter to see that the James’ series for S’Y.+ *) 7 Y,, and 
S’yt ‘,*- 2, t 9,’ have common Specht module factor. Hence 2Ki;/2 Wf is not 
distributive over Yn,, and we are done. 
(2) Sufficiency. We recall that in [l] we associated with every simple 
M,-module S the space L?(S) of all multilinear forms of S. Y(S) is the 
weight space of S of maximum support. Here we shall call this number the 
support of S. 
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Let A = (1, m) be a q-regular. We have two cases: 
(a) lap- 1 and I- is regular or 
(b) Z<p- 1 and (21 <p+ 1. 
(a) In this case 1- is regular, whence it follows that the support of 
every composition factor of IV’- equals to 1111 [l, 4.6.11. So if V/U= SOS 
is a section of W” with S being a simple M,-module, then either the sup- 
port of S is n= 111 or n,=n-(p-l). In the first case Z(S@S)= V,/U, 
and since P’(S @ S) = 5?(S) @ P’(S) we can conclude that @” has the sec- 
tion V,/U, equals to P’(S) 0 g(S). This contradicts to the distributivity of 
Qi [ 1, 3.7.21. 
Let now the support of S be IZ,. Taking into account that W*- does not 
have composition factors of support n, we deduce that D,( V)/Dz( U) = 0. 
This implies that V/U is isomorphic to a section of Ker D, = K’. However, 
it follows immediately from 1.4 together with 2.1 that K’ is the D-module 
over M,. This completes the proof in case (a). 
(b) We now assume that l<p- 1 and 1111 <p+ 1. We consider the 
case [Al =p + 1. The case /Al dp is even simpler. Since for p = (p - 1, 2) we 
have already proved the distributivity of W@ we can assume that 3.1 holds 
for FVj-. Using [l, 4.3.4(i)] we obtain that K” is a simple M,-submodule 
generated by Si. Clearly WA- does not have factors isomorphic to K”. 
Hence by 3.7. w” is D-module over M,. A 
The proved proposition strongly restricts possible values of d in the 
distributive WC”). 
As an evidence of this we have 
3.8. COROLLARY. For every d>p2 and every p > 7 Wed) is not a D- 
module over M,. 
ProoJ: Since for d ap(p + 1) the corollary is known we suppose that 
d=p2+k with O<k<p. Then I,-,=(p+k,p-1) and A,=(k,p) belong 
to P(d). If Wtd) is to be a D-module, then A,-, and I, are to be q-regular. 
It is immediate that Iz,, _ , and I, are q-regular if and only if k + 2 2 p - 2 
and 2 2 k - 1 hold simulteneously. Clearly these inequalities imply 
p<7. A 
To handle the first four characteristics we have to analyze the situation 
when two consecutive quotients of the series (5) have common composition 
factor. More precisely we consider d of the form d =p* + k, 0 < k <p, and 
two d-types il,-, and 1,. We put n= 11,-,l and s= [I,(. Our prime goal 
will be the following 
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3.9. PROPOSITION. 54-l is a D-module over M, if and only if I,- 1 is 
regular and lp is q-regular elements of P(d). 
The proof will be divided into a number of steps. First, we describe the 
symmetric structure of weight space of J’0-l of support s. 
Let x,,, be the weight given by X,(diag(ti,..., t,)) = t, ... t,. We put J$-I 
for the weight space of 54-l corresponding to x,,. As usual we write I’, for 
Vn Pi-1 for every M,-submodule V of J”p-I. 
3.10. LEMMA. As the g-module e-1 is the direct sum of p Frobenious 
modules @, r = 1, 2 ,..., p,whereA,=(p,k)andl,=(p-r,k+r-l,l)for 
r = 2, 3 ,..., p. 
Proof: Let m, = xfl . . . x$ be an extremal monomial in J?- 1 (see 
[l, 1.1.31). It follows from the definition of extremality that 
~~=1+~,(p-1)foralli~~.Since~l~=dwegets+(~~,,~~)(p-1)=d 
and recalling that s =p + k we obtain Cies /Ii =p. Let /I = (p, ,..., /I,) be any 
solution of the last equality. We denote by t(b) the number of entries in /I 
which are greater than 1. Furthermore since the /Ii’s in /I do not exceed p, 
the corresponding ;li)s, ii = 1 + fli(p - l), written to the base p have form 
lj=p or Ai=p- (/I- l)+ (/I- 1)p if /Ii> 1. In general if m, is written in 
the form ml= (n,G,~$,~). (niGs x:~I)~, where Ai and &, are p-digits of li 
then we define ao(mn) and a,(m,) as CitsAi,O and CiesAi,i, respectively. 
Then it follows from the above discussion that for the monomial mp 
associated with the p-tuple /Ia, = / {i: /I, = 1 } / + &, , (/I; - 1). The lat- 
ter equals to CiES J, -. t(b) and so a,(m,) =p - t(B). On the other hand we 
know by [l, 2.2.53 that mgE J’ - p ’ if and only if 8,(ma)>,p- 1. This shows 
that t(P) < 1 for every mg E J$ml. Moreover in the case t(P) = 0 we have p 
units and k zeroes and so apart from permutation by an element from x 
the corresponding monomial has form y , . . . y,x, + i . xP + k where as usual 
yj denotes xp. Clearly the latter qV-generates @(p,k). 
In the case t(P) = 1 one /Ii, say /I1 equals to r > 1 and p-r fiis must be 
units while the rest of pi’s, namely, p + k - (p - r + 1) = k + r - 1 of them 
are zeroes. Since by the definition z;- l = ~7-c~~ ‘)y;- ’ = xi + ‘(P- ‘1, the 
corresponding monomial has the form (z;- ly2 . . . y, ~ r + , xp ~ r + Z . . . x,) 0 
for some g E 3 and hence generates @% A 
Using the epimorphism J*pm’ + J’pmI/J”p N W’pml we can pull back into 
J1pml the submodule &?I c W’pm’. We let L be the inverse image of K’pm’ 
in 54-l. Since J$ = 0, it follows that L, 2: Kk-1 = S’p-I. As to L, we have 
first that L 3 J’p = @(p,k). Furthermore we know that K9-1 in Ys-generated 
by g,,(&,)~~;~,’ ((-l)i~l/i!)z:D~~l(qSO), where &, is an z-i-generator 
of @(pP2,k+ ‘). However, g,(&) may be viewed as an element of J2-1 and 
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hence L = @(p*k) +go(&) k.5$. It is easy to understand that the above sum 
is directs 
In what follows we denote by V the M,-module generated by S*p-I. We 
have right from the definition of V that L 1 V and L, = V,. Our next goal 
will be the description of the x-module LJV,. 
3.11. LEMMA. IfA,-, is singular, then L,/V,I~:@‘~@S’~;)-~~~~. 
ProoJ We begin with the description of a symmetric generator for V,. 
Let t be a standard I,- ,-tableau and to denotes the permutation 
endomorphism used in 3.3. It can be proved in the usual way (see 3.3) that 
V, in z-generated by e(t) to as t ranges through the set St[l,- ,I. Each 
t E St[L,- 1] has form t =.j, X‘.‘.‘.j+,p li “‘G+L and if e(t) tO#O, then j, must 
be bp+ 1. Hence we can assume that t = 1 2---pP lpx-‘-X. Moreover 
denoting to= b+ ,f::;;: fpx”‘x 
1Irz”~Jp-I 
it is a routine matter to check that every 
e(t) (0 equals (e(to) to) (T for some c E q. In addition e(to) [,, = 
~p=2(x1yi-xiyl)xIxp+l~~~x, and therefore we get e(to)to= 
y, I++~-g0(D2($)) where I,$~ =y2...y,x,+, “.x,,+~. This formula makes it 
clear that @(p,k) + V, = @(p*k) + (g0(D2(ij0))). Moreover as we know by 
the proof of [l, 4.4.9(ii)] (g0(D2($0))) has a complement A4, say, in 
(g,(#,)) with A4 N SAP-l t q. This implies that L,y = (@(p,k) + V,) @ M. It 
remains to show that @@xk) n V, = 0. 
Let u0 denote e(to) to. Suppose that there exists a p E kg such that 
o,p E @(p,k). Let H be the stabilizer of { 1 } in y?s, that is H = Sym(2, 3,..., s}. 
Then we have kx=kH+kH(12)+ ... + kH( 1s) and hence we can write 
down every p E k?f in the form p = C pi( li), p, E kH for all i. Consequently 
u,p = C (u,,pi)( li) and in order that u,p E @(p,k) we need to have D2($0) pi 
to be zero for all i. However, since D, : Qfp- ‘xk) + QCpp Z-k+ ‘) is 
monomorphic mapping by virtue of [ 1, 3.4.41 D2($,pi) = 0 if and only if 
$,,pi = 0. The assertion follows. A 
Proof of 3.9. (1) Necessity. It will suffice to show that L,/V, 2: @‘PO 
S*is--I 7q is not a D-module over x. Now, we showed in Section 2 that the 
James’ series for S’h-l t x has ScpP l,k+ ‘) as one of its quotients. Moreover 
it is easy to see that S (p- ‘A + ‘) has a 1 -dimensional trivial submodule 
[ 1, 3.6.11 and so does @‘n. The nondistributivity of L,/V, follows. A 
The “if’ part relies upon the next remark 
3.12. LEMMA. Let A=(p+a,b--1) and p=(a,b) O<a, b<p-1 be 
two consequtive vertices in P(d) f or some d. If A is q-regular, then W’ and 
Wp are unrelated. 
Proof By the virtue of 1.1 and 1.4 we know that the support of a com- 
position factor of WA takes on two values n = [A( and n, = n - (p - 1). It 
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follows further from 1.4 that every composition factor of support n, is 
generated by a simple Yn,,,-module which occurs in a composition series for 
S”’ r Yn,, . Thus if Z is a common compositin factor for W’ and Wp then the 
corresponding simple symmetric module S= A?(Z) has to occur in the com- 
position series of both S”’ t Ya, and P. 
We return at this point to our discussion in Section 2. We rewrite A’ as 
the partition v = (r, q), where r = b - 2 and q = u + 1 and r B q because of 
the singularity of 1. By the virtue of 2.1 and 2.2 S”~“’ has the series 
s v,v* = y’ = sv’ n y*l 10 with the properties 
(a) SW*/,“* E s”.(‘4 + 1) and 
(b) Sv*nSv*i is either zero or its composition factors come from 
those of LS(~+‘,~). 
Now S”,(‘,“+‘) contains the Specht module SCrxq+ ‘) if q + 1 d r and is 
isomorphic to the Specht module SCq+ l*r), otherwise. In the first case 
SCr,q+l) is a simple symmetric module and the quotient 
S v,(r.4+ 1) I s(rd/+ 1) N s”+ 124) is simple too. Moreover the partition (b, a) 
dominates both (r + 1, q) and (r, q + 1) and so neither of these Specht 
modules occurs among the composition factors of cD(~@) [2, 11.31. The 
second case is considered similarly. This shows that S”’ t 9$ and @’ are 
unrelated and the lemma follows. A 
It is now possible to completely determine those d for which WCd) is D- 
module over M,. 
3.13. THEOREM. WCd’ is a D-module over M,, n 2 d, if and only if d is as 
follows: 
(i) ifp > 5, then d <p2 and when d is written to the base p, d = a + bp 
we have 
(a) bBa+4 and 
(b) a+b<p+ 1. 
(ii) ifp = 5, then add d= 28 to the conditions on d given in (i) 
(iii) ifp = 3, then add d= 10, 11 to the conditions on d given in (i) 
(iv) ifp = 2, then dc 6. 
Proof It follows from 3.1 that if d<p2 then the distributivity of WCd) 
implies that every 1 E P(d) is a q-regular partition of its norm 111. Further- 
more if d=a+bp, O<a, b<p-1, then every ,lEP(d) has form 
A = ;li = (d-pi, i) for some 0 d i < 6. It is immediate from the definition, 
that all but, perhaps, two last partitions A,- I = (p + a, b - 1) and 
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A,= (a, 6) are regular. It is easy to check that both Ah--l and 1, are 
q-regular if and only if the conditions (a) and (b) of (i) are fulfilled. 
Conversely, these conditions are sufficient for distributivity of I@‘) as 
long as d<p2. In fact, we know by 3.12 that the series (5) in I@‘) satisfies 
conditions of 3.7. It follows now from 3.8, that for every p > 7 conditions 
(a) and (b) of (i) resolve the problem of distributivity of I@‘). 
Now let d =p2 + k, where k ranges between 0 and p - 1. Then using 3.9 
we see that PI//) satisfies the condition: 
Each vertex of P(d) except, possibly, A,, has to be the regular 
partition of its norm, while 1, has to be q-regular. (*) 
Conversely, if condition (*) is fulfilled then the series (5) in Wed) satisfies 
conditions of 3.7. This is true, because for every A, p E P(d) such that 
1> p 3 A,, A is the regular partition in which case every composition factor 
of W’ has support 121 [1,4.6.1]. Thus W’ and WP are unrelated. The case 
A = ;1, and ,H = pLg can be handled by 3.12. Finally, we note that condition 
(*) yields immediately that p ,< 5 and the case analysis produces conditions 
(ii), (iii), and (iv). A 
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